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Al-Hasson guider of aggregation launch´s official main statement of the Media 
Citizenship and Peaceful Coexistence

Iraq - Baghdad, 21.10.2017, 18:12 Time

USPA NEWS - By God bless of Iraq which has cultural depth and the loud voice of the fourth power ,a group of media professionals,
intellectuals, elites and active citizens under the title "Reformation, Citizenship and Peaceful Coexistence" gathers together with them
an integrated project for reforming citizenship and aspiring to achieve it.

This Iraqi group, which decided to abstract from all the negative concepts that were the reason to divide the unity of the Iraqi class as
a component component and the addresses of nationalism and ethnic and sectarian, which robbed the title of the homeland Iraq,
These alien names have become tributaries from which the opportunists and the sectarian groups draw their influence and influence,
until Iraq has resolved the death, destruction, corruption and collapse of the community structure, and the spirit of selfishness and lack
of respect for laws and regulations,

And do not forget the collapse of the moral values “‹“‹of the public function because of the backward quotas and administrative
backwardness and financial corruption established by the interest of some on the public interest, and Iraq is weak internally and
abroad
The reformists go through a national reform project that saves the Iraqi situation from all these problems and sets up an ideal road
map that will ensure it is a prosperous, politically, socially and economically prosperous union.
To be among the developed countries

Reformation media gathered a soft peaceful popular revolution carried out and led by active citizens do not have any political or
electoral influence as much as a peaceful revolution seeks to move the street and the masses towards the imposition of reform and
citizenship on the decision makers and manufacture in legal and constitutional ways, especially that this elite draws its strength from
all Sharif on the homeland and the past Its program to make Iraq a country rich in wealth and great place between countries and
nations and paints its future professional academic elite working for Iraq first and last
They call on all media professionals, academics, intellectuals and artists, and every Iraqi honest that their doors are opened for them
to put their hand in hand to make the project a success and achieve its goals.
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